7.1.11 Number of initiatives taken to engage with and contribute to local community during the
last five years (Not addressed elsewhere) –
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PCET’S S.B Patil Institute of Management
Career guidance programme 2018
On
29 january 2018

A Career Guidance programme was conducted by S.B.Patil Institute of management for students
from Undergraduate colleges around Pune. 80 students attended the programme. The programme
started with the importance and introduction of having such a programme for the students.
Dr.Daniel Penkar started by welcoming all the students and stressed on the importance of having
a career guidance programme and how it can become a platform for students to interact with
people from the academia and gain firsthand experience from what choices are available for
them from the various career options. He also spoke about how soft skills and a combination of
good people skills and knowledge will help students to perform better in the corporate world. Sir
spoke about the importance of students being aware today about the innumerable career options
and how they can choose wisely to excel in their vocation.
Dr.Hansraj Thorat spoke about a career in Banking, Finance and Marketing. The students were
very happy and satisfied with the way the discussion went on and their doubts were cleared. He
also spoke about the various industries where jobs are available after choosing a particular field.

The Chief guest for the function was Dr.Mahendrenath Motah. He delivered a lecture on about
going back to our Indian Roots and understanding the concepts of management out of what our
ancestors did. He also spoke about the various ways in which our mind can reach the highest
potential and how it can be used to its best by today’s generation in their careers.
The participation certificates were distributed at the hands of Dr. Mahendrenath Motah,
Dr.Daniel Penkar and Dr.Hansraj Thorat to all the student participants.
The Vote of Thanks was proposed by Ms.Aishwarya Gopalakrishnan. The event was a grand
success.

PCETs
S. B. Patil Institute of Management
Report on Career Opportunities in Commerce and Management
Academic Year 2017 – 18
25th September 2017
Dr. Hansraj Thorat was invited at Annasaheb Awate College at Machar Pune on 25th September
2017 to give a lecture to the students on the topic “Career Opportunities in Commerce and
Management.
Sir emphasized that students who graduate from commerce and management have a vast scope
for employment as well as enormous further study options. Such students find work in a variety
of settings, including corporations, small businesses and government agencies.
Sir also informed that career options for commerce students include those in the accounting,
auditing, finance and banking sectors. He also inspired the students that a degree in Management
can be very helpful to be self - employed as well. He discussed major areas where MBA
graduates have bright opportunities.

PCETs
S. B. Patil Institute of Management
Report on Awareness on Use of Head Phones while Crossing Railway Line
Academic Year 2016 – 17
17th September 2016
There were many fatal incidents which occurred during crossing of railway lines. Out of the
reasons noted one of the major reason is use of head phones while crossing railway lines. There
was this unfortunate incident happened with the PCET’s Polytechnic student who lost his life on
his very first day of his college as he was using head phones while crossing the railway line.
We at SBPIM thought of creating awareness for not to use head phones while crossing the
railway line.
Students of MBA Ist year along with some faculty members prepared some charts on awareness
on head phones while crossing railway lines. The rally was then conducted from Institute campus
to Akurdi Railway station and back.
The passengers were appealed to be careful while crossing the railway line and not to use head
phones or head phones with low volume.

PCETs
S. B. Patil Institute of Management
Report on Awareness on Importance of rated Electronic Appliances
Academic Year 2014 – 15
11th Oct 2014
S. B. Patil Institute of Management had planned for a social awareness activity in and around the
society. With the consent of all we thought of raising the issue of Importance of Star Rated
Electronic Appliances
All the 1st year MBA students had participated in this. We planned of distributing the
write ups in selected areas as well as a rally in the crowded areas. Around 15 groups, 2 members
each were sent to distribute the write ups regarding importance of Star rated Electronic
Appliances. They went to Dhruvdarshan society, Nigdi. We specifically targeted the residential
areas only. All the people appreciated the efforts of students
On the other hand a team of around 25 students participated in the rally. The rally began
in the college premises, proceeded towards Dr D.Y.Patil College then back again from the
Akurdi Railway Station to the S. B. Patil building. The team started from sambhaji Chowk to
Mhalsakant Chowk and walked back to college. We carried 10 posters along with us. During the
rally all the enthusiastic students were walking along with slogans like, “Product wahi Bachat
sahi!” “Save Energy, Save Nation” “Svachata Pala, Swine Flu Tala” and many more.

PCETs
S. B. Patil Institute of Management
Report on Awareness Drive on Train Safety Measures
Academic Year 2014 – 15
14th March 2015
SBPIM always strive to work for the society welfare. This year we conducted an awareness drive
on Train Safety Measures. The Institute is located near Akurdi Railway Station and hence
thought it was necessary to conduct the awareness in order to avoid any mishaps.
The students of MBA Ist Year conducted a rally with some charts in order to spread the
awareness about train safety. The students highlighted the recent train accidents happened due to
the negligence and also shared the safety measures. The students with the help of the charts
demonstrated the safety measures to be stay alert, stand away from platform edge, watch your
step and don’t take shortcuts.
The passerby were keenly observing the charts and appreciated the Awareness Drive.

PCETs
S. B. Patil Institute of Management
Report on Visit to Shraddha Foundation, Karjat
Academic Year 2013 – 14
11th January 2014
A journey back to a place where it reminded us what we all are at the end “human beings”.
Experiencing a different aspect of life, away from the competitive nature and struggle of being
ahead of others, it just felt meaningless. Seeing the work and dedication of such brave souls who
gave their life for the betterment of schizophrenic patients touched our hearts. The vision of
social workers at Shraddha Foundation is truly inspirational. Their efforts for helping these
wandering minds, showing them and bringing them back on the right path was highly
commendable. This particular visit to Shraddha Foundation gave us new energy and
encouragement to be selfless and be a ray of hope for others.

